Lexus rx450h service schedule

There are technicians who are familiar with a Lexus, and those who focus on nothing else.
Between parts that are compatible and those that are precision-crafted. Experience unrivaled
care and unparalleled expertise. Play video. Not a member? Please sign in for a more
personalized maintenance schedule. Regular service helps keep your Lexus feeling like a
Lexus. View the recommended service for your vehicle. Please sign in for information about
your vehicle. Enter your VIN to locate important Lexus safety recalls and service campaigns,
along with recommended complimentary service information. When an accident occurs, Lexus
Certified Collision Centers help with state-of-the-art equipment and highly skilled technicians
certified through the Lexus Certification Program. Internet Explorer is no longer supported on
Lexus Drivers. Please access this site using a different browser. Make a selection for a more
customized experience. Service By Lexus. Your Nearest Lexus Dealer. You are about to be
logged out of lexus drivers due to inactivity. Please click continue to remain logged in. For
security reasons, we have logged you out of Lexus Drivers. Your VIN is a character set of
numbers unique to your vehicle. It can be found on your insurance card, vehicle registration
card, the top of your dashboard or the driver's-side doorjamb of your vehicle. Please select the
model name and year to access current information about your vehicle. Select a vehicle using
the navigation menu above to view its recommended maintenance schedule or sign in to
request your next service appointment with a Lexus certified technician. Maintenance is best
scheduled by months or miles, whichever comes first. Without your VIN we can offer an
estimate only. Enter your VIN for more personalized data. Internet Explorer is no longer
supported on Lexus Drivers. Please access this site using a different browser. Make a selection
for a more customized experience. Add Vehicle X. Add Vehicle Back. X Success Vehicle Added
Successfully. Done Add Another Vehicle. Not a member? Please select a vehicle from the page
navigation bar above. Current Mileage. Find a Lexus dealer. Please contact your Lexus Dealer
for maintenance service details on your vehicle. You are about to be logged out of lexus drivers
due to inactivity. Please click continue to remain logged in. For security reasons, we have
logged you out of Lexus Drivers. Find a Dealer. Every new Lexus comes with complimentary
first and second scheduled maintenance services. Warranty and Services Guide for details.
These services apply to Lexus vehicles registered and normally operated in the continental
United States, U. When the complimentary service runs out, continuing service at recommended
intervals at a Lexus dealership ensures the highest-quality parts and repairs along with
competitive prices. Experience the difference between a technician who is familiar with a Lexus,
and one who focuses on nothing else. Our technicians have met some of the highest service
standards in the industry, and must go through in-depth training and pass rigorous tests to
become certified. Another benefit of taking your Lexus to the dealership is that all your service
information is stored in the Lexus National Service History database and can be accessed by
any Lexus dealership in the United States. Had an oil change in San Francisco and your brakes
done in Seattle? Maintaining the proper schedule for servicing your Lexus will keep it running
its best for years to come. There are parts that are compatible and then there are Genuine Lexus
Parts that are precision-crafted. Engineered by the same takumi craftsmen who build every
Lexus, each part is designed to the exact fit and finish of your vehicle. No matter which Lexus
you drive, your tires were selected specifically for your vehicle to provide superior comfort and
performance. We perform extensive evaluations to determine which tires are best suited for
your vehicle. We carry and stock all the major tire brands and will help you get the tires that fit
your car and lifestyle perfectly. Or maybe you just want to give your vehicle its own personal
stamp. And know that each piece is crafted and tested by our engineers for a precise fit and
finish, and backed by the full Lexus warranty. You never know when an accident may occur, but
you know what to do after one does. Lexus Certified Collision Centers can help you through this
stressful time. With state-of-the-art equipment and highly skilled technicians certified through
the Lexus Certification Program, you can be assured that your vehicle will receive the
highest-quality repair possible. And the results will be virtually as good as new. A subscription
lets you receive detailed maintenance reminders, vehicle health reports and valuable service
alerts to keep your Lexus running like a Lexus. You can benefit by pre-paying for a vehicle
maintenance plan, helping to protect you from the rising costs of covered services. It helps
eliminate out-of-pocket costs for factory-recommended maintenance covered under your plan,
and includes service reminders for your convenience. Please enter a valid 5-digit Zip code. All
information contained herein applies to U. To ensure your experience on lexus. We do, however,
support Version 11 and other browsers. Click here to upgrade your current browser or, to install
a new one, select a link below. We do, however, support version 9. Service History Another
benefit of taking your Lexus to the dealership is that all your service information is stored in the
Lexus National Service History database and can be accessed by any Lexus dealership in the
United States. See your Warranty and Services guide for details. Genuine Lexus Parts There are

parts that are compatible and then there are Genuine Lexus Parts that are precision-crafted.
Lexus Tire Center No matter which Lexus you drive, your tires were selected specifically for
your vehicle to provide superior comfort and performance. Lexus Luxury Care You can benefit
by pre-paying for a vehicle maintenance plan, helping to protect you from the rising costs of
covered services. Your Location Your location is determined based on information provided by
your web browser. Enter Zip Search. We've encountered a problem finding dealers in your
AREA. Please try again in a minute by refreshing your browser. Close Close facebook twitter
email. Important Info Important Info.

